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Innovators



Planters

The fact that you 
have such a wide 
range available 
is fantastic. The 
fact that you also 
paint them to suit 
what we want is 
AMAZING!

Simply
choose your
favourite
Style and
Colour

“

”
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Top Top Plus Top Plus - Plus
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Planter
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Dual Top (Small) Dual Top Plus Primus Cones

Low Parel Parel Java Tall
Also available in Desk Bowl 400D



Drop Redrop Croco

Tall Prestige Promo Wedge Groove

Oversize Indoor/Outdoor Quadro Classico
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Planter
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Available in H750 x D400
or H400 x D400

Available in H750 x D400
or H560 x D300

Available in Chocolate and Grey in 
various sizes 

Available in 60 or 70D Available in 60 or 70D



Holland Desk Box

Topsider BoxElho Brussels Round
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Prestige Cube

Cascara Hanging

Floor Box Combi Floor Box

Elho Brussels Square

Star Diamond Oval Planter



Floor
Plants
Plants to
suit all
conditions
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Thanks for organising our hire plants 
for Foveaux Street. I wanted to let 
you know how happy we are with the 
plants and how much better they look 
now that the ‘professionals’ are taking 
care of them.  Although we thought 
we would be able to care for the 
plants ourselves, we couldn’t and they 
were in quite a sad state when you 
arrived to rescue them!
The retailers in the building have 
given very positive feedback on how 
healthy and revived the place looks. 
Thanks again

Louise Tanner | Asset Manager | DB Property

“

”



= Medium -  High = Medium -  High = Medium - High
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Floor Plants
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Amate Bamboo PalmAspidistra

Deremensis - Cane Deremensis - Lemon limeDeremensis - Bush

= Medium - High = Low - High = Medium - High

= Low - Medium = Medium - High = Medium - High

Ficus Lyrata Happy PlantFicus Burgundy
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Janet Craig - Cane Kentia PalmJanet Craig - Bush
= Low - High = Medium - High = Medium - High

Kauri Pleomele ReflexaMarginata
= High - Very High = Low - High = Very High

Pothos SansevieraRhapis Palm
= High = Medium - High = Low - High

Floor Plants
Catalogue
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Sabre (Ficus) StrelitziaSpath. Sensation
= High - Very high = Low - Medium = Medium - High

Yukka - Cane Zanzibar GemYukka - Bush
= High - Very High = High - Very High = Low - High

Please note that at different times of the year, some species may not be available

Plants for balcony and courtyard areas are also available

Floor Plants
Catalogue



Desk
Plants
Liven up small 
spaces with
your
favourite
plant
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Got a bit of a surprise when I got 
into work today…The plants had 
arrived. I just wanted to take this 
opportunity to say how great they 
look!  Thank you for all your help, 
you have been nothing short of 
excellent.
From all the Sirens a big thank 
you to Green Design.

Got a bit of a surprise when I got 
into work today…The plants had “
From all the Sirens a big thank 

”you to Green Design.you to Green Design.”Matthew Morelli | Interior Designer
Siren Design
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Aglaonema Silver Queen Dracaena DeremensisAglaonema Lady Valentine

Pothos or Devils Ivy Sansevieria - TypicalSansevieria Hahnii

Dracaena Janet Craig Happy PlantDracaena Compacta

Jade Parlour PalmMini Garden Mix
= High - Very High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Low - High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Medium - High

= Low - High
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Left to Right - Cascara Bowl, Elho Brussels Square, Prestige Cube, Elho Brussels Round, Mini Cubi

Spathipphyllum - Peace Lily Zanzibar GemYukka

Bromeliad species are replaced every 8 weeks to ensure year round flowers 
and need Medium to Good Light

Desktop Planters

= Medium - High = Low - High= High - Very High



Tambour
Units &
Joinery
The
finishing
touch
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A huge Thank You to you for the 
wonderful service you provided 
our company Trademaster. Our 
setup looks amazing, and since 
it was completed an hour ago, 
everyone that has walked in has 
complimented us on it.
You are a beautiful person and it 
was so easy to deal with you. Your 
an asset to your company.
Also, huge thank you to the 
gentleman who came out and 
installed everything. He was so 
nice and professional. Another 
asset to your company. 

A huge Thank You to you for the 
wonderful service you provided 
our company Trademaster. Our “

gentleman who came out and 
installed everything. He was so 
nice and professional. Another 

”
nice and professional. Another 
asset to your company. 
nice and professional. Another 
asset to your company. ”Siham Oueik | Trademaster Joinery & 
Building Supplies | TradeCut
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Lady Valentine Dracaena Deremensis

Dracaena Janet Craig Dracaena Massangeana (Happy Plant)

Sanseviera Superba Zanzibar Gem (zz plant)
Also available in Yellow



Moss
Walls
Innovation...
we are at
the top of
our game
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We don’t just find out what plants 
our clients want. We understand their 
concepts and designs to ensure the 
results align with their overall project

“
”
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Moss in bedroom Moss with logo

WT Partnership Moss Wall

Moss in Breakout

Cachet Group have known Green Design for many years, working closely through the design phases of our projects to 
provide great lasting green solutions for our clients. The end result has always been an overwhelmingly positive result 
from our clients and hence we had no hesitation in contacting Craig and the team at Green Design to provide a new 
innovative solution at one of our flagship projects – WT Partnership.
Having visited the WT Partnership space on a number of occasions for key functions since the installation, I can honestly 
say that the Moss Wall is always a crowd favourite for its ability to create colour, texture and a magical feel all without 
additional lighting or irrigation. Whilst the project itself has received many accolades, the Moss Wall has been a big 
contributor to the end result and the team at Green Design need a special mention on this for their professionalism, high 
level of commitment to the end product and service. Their contribution can be seen in the project video on our website at 
http://cachetgroup.com/our-work/.
I would not hesitate in recommending them to anyone which we commonly do. We look forward to working closely into 
the future with them as a key partner.

Rowan Hamman | Managing Director | Cachet Group

“

”

Cachet Group have known Green Design for many years, working closely through the design phases of our projects to 
provide great lasting green solutions for our clients. The end result has always been an overwhelmingly positive result 
from our clients and hence we had no hesitation in contacting Craig and the team at Green Design to provide a new 
innovative solution at one of our flagship projects – WT Partnership.
Having visited the WT Partnership space on a number of occasions for key functions since the installation, I can honestly 
say that the Moss Wall is always a crowd favourite for its ability to create colour, texture and a magical feel all without 
additional lighting or irrigation. Whilst the project itself has received many accolades, the Moss Wall has been a big 
contributor to the end result and the team at Green Design need a special mention on this for their professionalism, high 
level of commitment to the end product and service. Their contribution can be seen in the project video on our website at 
http://cachetgroup.com/our-work/.
I would not hesitate in recommending them to anyone which we commonly do. We look forward to working closely into 
the future with them as a key partner.

Rowan Hamman | Managing Director | Cachet Group



Green
Walls

After working for Green Design for over 
18 years, I never get tired of hearing 
client praise the plants in their offices 
and how good they look. I take pride in 
making sure the plants always look their 
best and it’s something I truly enjoy 
doing. 
Green Design is a family business but 
over the years I’ve watched it grow to a 
team of over 30 staff who all contribute 
to make sure the client ends up with a 
great service. Everyone loves working 
with and around plants and that’s what 
makes the company successful and 
ultimately the clients happy!

A blank
wall
comes
alive!

After working for Green Design for over 
18 years, I never get tired of hearing 
client praise the plants in their offices “

great service. Everyone loves working 
with and around plants and that’s what 

”
18

makes the company successful and 
ultimately the clients happy!
makes the company successful and 
ultimately the clients happy!”Peter Goon | Plant Technician
Green Design Indoor Plant Hire
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Telstra Green Wall

Guildford Leagues Club



Vertical
Gardens
Divide office 
spaces
without
separating
the
team
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“

”

“Thanks for looking after our plants for the last 
few years. A quick note to praise your team who 
have done a great job of keeping our plants 
looking fantastic. The recent additional plants 
and revamp of pots has made a huge difference 
to our team. People love coming to work!
The coloured pots have really brightened up 
the space and we feel at home in our ‘forest’. So 
much so that we would like more plants. Let’s 
get together to discuss the next installation and 
hopefully this will add to the already positive 
vibe which is noticeable within our team.
Thanks again and chat soon”
vibe which is noticeable within our team.vibe which is noticeable within our team.
Thanks again and chat soonThanks again and chat soon

Rob Keldoulis |  CEO | Vivienne Court Trading
Potts Point Australia
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Vertical Garden at Nude by Nature

Vertical Garden at Edelman



Other
Vertical
Planting
Your style or
ours -
The Green
Assist
process
makes
it easy

“
”
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“ It’s more than just plants...
Staff want to work here!
Clients want to come back! 
It creates an ambiance 
that’s just right!”
It creates an ambiance It creates an ambiance 
that’s just right!that’s just right!

Julie Watson | Marketing Consultant
Green Design Indoor Plant hire
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Other Vertical
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Plantrak

Crate Wall
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Vertical Column Garden

Our client didn’t just want a 
workspace that looked good. They 
wanted to embed a new culture
“

”
Anyone who sees the Moss Wall 
cannot walk away unimpressed“ ”
We still get daily comments on how 
impressive the green wall is“ ”

Vertical Column Garden

This is just what we needed, a little 
‘WOW’ factor in our reception area.
Green Assist really works.
“

”

Other Vertical
Planting
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Cable Wall

Other Vertical
Planting
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It’s not only that 
plants make people 
feel better in the 
workplace. It’s the 
fact that someone 
cared enough about 
the staff to include 
them

“

”
Woolly Pockets

Other Vertical
Planting



Clean Air
A fresh mind
is more
productive
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Clean Air
A fresh mind
is more
productive

Plants for a healthy workplace
Indoor plant hire has become an integral part of ensuring health 

benefits to both the office environment and the people within 
them. Plants must be maintained by a professional plant hire 

company to be included in the key ‘Green Star Rating Tool’ used 
by the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA). This is because 

they understand the benefits of using plants to clean the air is 
only useful where the plants are maintained in a healthy condition 

and this can only be achieved with professional care.

Increase productivity and reduce sick days
We all know people feel good about being around plants. But...did you 

know there is a scientific name for this? It’s called Biophilia and it relates 
to people’s love of life or living systems. It has been used to describe the 

psychological connection that humans seek with the rest of life.

What the experts say
The UTS Brochure, Indoor Plants Work, states that: Science shows that 

indoor plants: 
• Reduce indoor air pollution

• Reduce workplace illness
• Reduce sick-leave absences

• Reduce stress and negativity
• Do not create unhealthy mould problems

• Raise performance and productivity
• Improve job satisfaction

• Enhance business image with potential clients
• Improve school performance and patient wellbeing

• Contribute to meeting at least 75% of indoor environmental
quality (IEQ) criteria



Save time...
Save
Money...
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Buying Plants V’s Professional 
Plant Hire Service

Well maintained indoor plants can create a 
more welcoming atmosphere to your customers.

• There is an economic benefit associated with well maintained
plants (see below)

• The effective life of a plant indoors can vary from 3 months to
18 months

• From an aesthetic point of view it is better to have no plants than
sick plants

• Indoor plants that are not well maintained can create a negative
impression.

The work involved in owning your own plants

Plants and Containers: Your staff will need to research pots and plants that are 
suitable and include incidentals such as wood chip or pebbles, waterproof inserts if 

required, clippers, leaf shine, watering cans etc.

Maintenance: You should allow time for you or your staff to water, clip, clean, shine and 
purchase replacement plants. Staff often avoid being chosen to be responsible for the 

plants.

Replacement Plants: You will need to replace your plants approx every 6-9 months. (We 
replace approx every 12-18 months with professional plant technicians!). Don’t forget to allow 

time to research a supplier, find the right plants, organise the purchasing process, delivery and 
installation and pot up the new plants.

1.

2.

3.

Cost Comparison over 24 months

Cost to Purchase
Cost to purchase a 1.5m Happy Plant: $140.00

Cost for a waterproof planter pot (approx one off purchase): $150.00

Cost to replace plant (x 2 over 24 months): $280.00

Delivery and Installation x 3 (varying price depending on site) $150.00

Total Cost for one plant/pot over 24 months: $720.00

Cost to Hire (includes full service)
Approx hire of a 1.5m Happy Plant 24 months in waterproof pot: $360.00

Cost to replace plant over life of rental: $0.00

Cost to update pots to new colours (within reason): $0.00

Maintenance over life of rental (included): $0.00

Total Cost for one plant/pot over 24 months: $360.00
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How does
Indoor Plant Hire work?

Indoor plant hire is a complete Indoor Plant Service. We bring 
our ( fully waterproof ) pots and plants into your office and 

we maintain them for you, including replacing them if they get 
sick. You don’t need to lift a finger as we do it all for you and your 

plants will never look tired.

What does it cost?
Your Indoor Plant Hire costs can vary depending on the types of pots 

used and number of plants. Our prices remain low by recycling our 
planters, which is also environmentally friendly.

A typical small office can come to life for around $100 per month with a range 
of around 6 to 10 floor and desk plants.

Our consultants can assist you with plant and design options to maximise your 
results and offer value for money.

( Check with our sales team for the minimum monthly rental in your area)

How can I find out more ?
You can visit our Website or Facebook page, phone us on 9410 0204 or

email sales@greendesign.com.au and we would be happy to send out some more
information or even come out to provide an obligation free quote.

You don’t
need to
do a
thing!

The advantages of using a professional plant service
• Plants are refreshed as required at no extra cost to you.
• You know the plants are going to look nice all the time as they are clipped, cleaned, shined and

watered regularly.
• If you change your décor you can easily have your pots changed to suit. We have a huge range

of planters and paint colours available.
• Plant species can also be changed to suit your changing needs.
• Our sub-irrigation system allows for minimal intrusion on your business as we generally only

need to visit 4 weekly.
• Some plants get sick as soon as they arrive in a new environment (temperamental) and need

replacing within a few months. This is all included within your plant hire costs.
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For plants being incorporated into your own designer 
planters or customer joinery, the plants should remain 

in their grow pots, rather than filling the planter with soil. 
Certain dimensions are required to allow the pots to fit. If 

your dimensions are limited, Green Design can work with you 
towards a solution.

• Pebbles to finish off the planter

• The pebble-plate with holes for the
pots. The plate holds the layer of 
pebbles and plants

• Ideally a quality membrane.
(trays can sometimes sweat)

• If plants are to be sub irrigated, a
25mm gap from bottom of pot to 
planter is needed

Key:
A: Planter depth top to bottom
B: Planter top above pebble plate
C: Min width of planter
D: Cutout diameter in pebble plate

175 squat flower bucket for low 
profile planter
A: Total pot diameter including lip 190mm

B: Pot height, under lip 143mm

Planter dimensions should be
1: Planter height top to bottom 185mm

2: Planter top above pebble plate 40mm

3: Min depth of planter 230mm

4: Cutout diameter in pebble plate 180mm

D

C

B

A

Using 200mm inner pots
A: Total pot diameter including lip 205mm

B: Pot height, under lip 185mm

Planter dimensions should be
1: Planter height top to bottom 245mm

2: Planter top above pebble plate 40mm

3: Min depth of planter 250mm

4: Cutout diameter in pebble plate 195mm

Using 250mm inner pots
A: Total pot diameter including lip 265mm

B: Pot height, under lip 223mm

Planter dimensions should be
1: Planter height top to bottom 283mm

2: Planter top above pebble plate 40mm

3: Min depth of planter 308mm

4: Cutout diameter in pebble plate 245mm

Using 300mm inner pots
A: Total pot diameter including lip 320mm

B: Pot height, under lip 250mm

Planter dimensions should be
1: Planter height top to bottom 330mm

2: Planter top above pebble plate 50mm

3: Min depth of planter 360mm

4: Cutout diameter in pebble plate 295mm

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

Some nursery pot sizes and planter dimensions for them

When you 
want to
choose
your own
designer
planters...



In all that we 
do, we are 
guided
by our
Values

Mission Statement
What we are in business for

Green Design’s mission is to provide vibrant and healthy 
workspaces through the installation of highest quality plants, 

sourcing and developing innovative new products and maintaining 
best practice for all clients while conducting a profitable and ethical 

business.

Vision
Where we would like to be

Green Design aims to be the best quality and most innovative 
indoor plant hire and vertical planting specialist throughout Sydney 

and it’s surrounding regions.

Values
How we would like people in the organisation to behave so we can 

achieve the mission and vision

In our efforts to achieve our Mission and our Vision we shall be 
guided by the following Core Values throughout our entire business 

structure:

• A desire to provide our customers with a quality service

• A belief in the importance of integrity in all our business dealings

• A belief in the importance of economic growth

• A belief in the importance of professionalism in our approach to work and
business relations
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